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A warm welcome to this latest 
edition of the Trimmer magazine!
Dear colleagues,
I cannot believe that almost 
a year has passed since 
our last conference and 
AGM in Liverpool. It’s also 
a year since I took over the 
role as Chairman of the 
NACFT, which has been 
both challenging, but also 
incredibly rewarding. I 
would like to welcome our 
new committee members 
Jon Ofland and Tim Jeffery, 
who both bring a wealth of 
experience and energy to 
the team, and also Vickie 
Moreleigh, who replaces 
Charlie Harding as Treasurer, who is a 
professionally qualified Finance Manager 
with in depth experience of the agricultural 
sector.
One of the roles I have most enjoyed 
is representing our membership at a 
Lameness Steering Group, which is 
facilitated by AHDB and is fast becoming 
the ‘go to’ place for DEFRA, AHPA and 
Red Tractor. As the industry seeks to 
further improve animal welfare standards, 
it is critical that we continue to deliver of 
a top-class service to our clients, and the 
NACFT can support us in doing so.
I am very much looking forward to 
welcoming you all to our 2020 Conference 
and AGM which is being held in Bristol. 
We have an excellent 2 days planned, 
including the Farm Day which is being 
hosted by Jonny Alvis at Regilbury 
Park Farm. There are some excellent 

workshops been run by 
leading experts including 
Owen Atkinson, James 
Wilson and Steve 
Wunderlich.
We will be repeating the 
auction and dinner in the 
evening, following the great 
response we received last 
year, where we successfully 
raised £4,000 for the RNLI 
and Air Ambulance charities. 
We are hoping to beat this 
amount this year and whilst 
there are already some 
exciting prizes to be won, 
if you would like to donate 

something please contact Jon Ofland.
On Conference Day we welcome 
international experts from all aspects of 
animal welfare and lameness prevention 
who will share their knowledge, expertise 
and the latest research. I am particularly 
delighted to welcome back Dick Sibley 
and Vic Daniel, but also new speakers 
including Matt Barden and Becky Whay.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity 
to thank our sponsors who have enabled 
us to produce the event, and also Sian 
Mercer who has been the main event 
organiser, and I look forward to welcoming 
you all to Bristol and to what I am sure will 
be another fantastic event!

Neil
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Visit our website www.ekohoofcare.com to view our wide 
range or products, 

Call us now on 
(UK) +44 78 4587 6633 or (ROI) +353 86 362 7146
Or visit our website www.ekohoofcare.com for more information

 

Distributors of Ten Napel & Rosensteiner Hooftrimming 
Crushes as well as Ekochute and Eko Footbaths

CHECK OUT OUR EKO PRO GLUE

A Step In The
Right Direction

25 Second Cure Time
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Research has shown that 
there is a risk of transmitting 
digital dermatitis during 
foot-trimming and work is 
needed to address this risk. 
In 2019, a questionnaire 
was carried out to gauge 
current industry practices 
for maintaining good 
hand and hoof knife hygiene during foot 
trimming. The questionnaire was answered 
by 135 cattle foot-trimmers, farmers and 
veterinary surgeons.

Respondents reported working on 4,869 farms and estimated 
they were trimming 22,192 cows between them every week. 
They also estimated that 3,555 (73%) of their farms were 
affected by DD. Hygiene measures used for handwashing 
and knife cleaning, and the frequency of application, were 
categorised according to whether transmission of DD is likely 
to be prevented.

Ten different hygiene measures were reported for 
handwashing, and 12 for hoof knife cleaning. These were 
classified as “Adequate” if a cleaning or disinfection 
agent was used (as opposed to water only, paper towel or 
sawdust). “Handwashing” was also considered adequate if 
the respondent reported changing gloves. The different types 
of measures used for hand hygiene were adequate in 60.7% 
of cases, whilst measures for knives were adequate in 81.1% 
of cases. 

“Adequate” frequency was defined as being carried out at 
least after trimming of DD affected animals. Handwashing 
was adequate for 18% of respondents and knife cleaning 
was adequate for 21%, (whilst 55% and 56% respectively 
reported that no hygiene measures were undertaken).

Handwashing and knife cleaning practices were further 
assessed considering both frequency and efficacy to define 
whether overall hygiene was “Adequate” or “Inadequate” 
for preventing DD transmission for each participant. (Figure 
1). Thirteen participants reported adequate overall hygiene 
(9.6%) and were collectively responsible for 2.7% of cows 
trimmed. (Only 4 were trimming more than 15 cows per 
week). There is a strong trend that most of those who trim 
a significant number of cows’ feet are not taking hygiene 
precautions that would be adequate to prevent spread of DD 
(Figure 1). 

Figure 1 highlighting the participants who reported the 
use of adequate overall hygiene during foot-trimming. 

Encouragingly, the hygiene measures used by participants 
were mainly effective, especially for hoof knife cleaning. The 
frequency of application, however, is often inadequate and for 
half of respondents was absent. Ideally equipment should be 
disinfected between feet or at least between animals.

A follow-up questionnaire will be launched at the NACFT 
conference in April to gauge awareness of hygiene 
recommendations, and to gather information regarding the 
barriers to implementing improved hygiene practices in the 
industry. Looking forward to seeing you there!

Results from the Foot Trimming Hygiene Questionnaire
By Amy Gillespie BVMS MSc DipECBHM MRCVS

Reducing the spread of digital dermatitis by 
disinfection of hoof-trimming equipment

Hygiene standard operating procedure 
for foot trimming:
The following protocol has been shown to eliminate the 
viable bacteria from foot-trimming knives and user 
gloves, thereby minimising the spread of digital dermatitis 
(DD) via this route. 
As some (~12.5%) healthy feet may have subclinical DD,  
this protocol should be used at all times during foot 
trimming, i.e. when trimming feet with any signs of DD 
(including healed), any other foot/claw horn presentations 
and also healthy feet. 
This procedure should be used, together with additional 
control strategies, such as routine footbathing and 
effective slurry management on farm to help prevent the 
spread of DD.

Before you start
One option is to wear arm-length gloves with wrist-length 
gloves over the top. This makes it easier to change 
wrist-length gloves when they are damaged. Wrist 
protectors can still be worn over the arm-length gloves, 
as only the hand gloves would be changed, as needed.

Equipment 
 ● Arm-length disposable gloves
 ● Wrist-length disposable gloves
 ● A bucket of soapy water
 ● Two pairs of clean hoof knives 
 ● Container for disinfectant 
 ● Disinfectant: 2% Virkon®, 2% sodium 

hypochlorite, or 1% FAM30® are suitable for 
this purpose 

In case you 
missed the 
disinfection  
protocol we 
have developed 
it is available 
here for free 
download: 

https://ahdb.org.uk/reducing-spread-of-DD
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AUTOMATION FOR HEALTHY COWS

STANDARD FOOTBATH
Up to 3 metre length,
width to suit race.

EXCEL FOOTBATH
3.6 metre bath
with stainless
steel side sheets.

FOOTBATH FOR ROBOTS
Baths designed specially
for robots – tailor made
to suit every location.

A BESPOKE FOOTBATH MADE FOR YOUR SYSTEM

www.hoofcount.com      info@hoofcount.com      01995 603028



Recently I was invited to speak about lameness and welfare 
at the “International Hoof Health and Welfare Conference” in 
Spain. Twenty-six countries were present, from Canada to 
Japan, and it made me realise how the UK are world leading 
in this area. Indeed, we have been for some time and must 
be proud of it. Where to start?

The 5 Freedoms were developed from a 1965 UK 
Government report into the welfare of farm animals. Their 
wording has truly stood the test of time and, whilst they don’t 
encompass every aspect of welfare, they are a good start 
and still underpin our animal welfare laws today. Assurance 
schemes such as Red Tractor, and further some of the 
aligned contracts, continue to build on them. 

They are all measurable and some are strikingly relevant 
to lameness. First, “Freedom from pain, injury or disease, 
by prevention or rapid diagnosis and treatment”; we have 
repeatedly discussed these exact words in recent years in 
reference to lameness. Second, “Freedom from discomfort, 
by providing an appropriate environment including shelter 
and a comfortable resting area”; with cow comfort and 
lying times being key in the sole ulcer disease process, this 
is clearly directly applicable to lameness. Third, “Freedom 
from fear and distress, by ensuring conditions and treatment 
which avoid mental suffering”. Without getting too technical, 
pain is inextricably linked with emotions, and persisting pain 
leads rapidly to mental suffering; having good mobility helps 
satisfy this freedom, too. 

Agriculture is under ever-increasing scrutiny in the public 
eye. Misinformation and bad press are rife, often presenting 
obstacles and inconveniences. Yet, focusses on animal 
welfare also provide opportunities for us as animal health 
care professionals. If welfare requirements continue to 
improve, whether through legislation or public pressure, 
opportunities for well-trained and up-to-date professionals 
will keep opening. So be proud of the industry we work in, 
the healthy food that we help produce and the welfare of 
animals that we can ensure. And consider how we may guide 
the narrative on animal welfare, illustrating the great work that 
is being done. 

Do we talk enough 
about welfare?
By Reuben Newsome

AUTOMATION FOR HEALTHY COWS

STANDARD FOOTBATH
Up to 3 metre length,
width to suit race.

EXCEL FOOTBATH
3.6 metre bath
with stainless
steel side sheets.

FOOTBATH FOR ROBOTS
Baths designed specially
for robots – tailor made
to suit every location.

A BESPOKE FOOTBATH MADE FOR YOUR SYSTEM

www.hoofcount.com      info@hoofcount.com      01995 603028 7



Knives

Steve Paul Limited

Green Shoes
Kit Size: 12 Std / XL
Kit Size: 36 Std / XL 

www.cowsfeet.co.uk • 01963 824448 
Call our friendly team with your order by 2pm and we  
will do our best to get it to you by the next working day

Bovi-BondA selection of blocks to choose from

Demotec 95
Kit Size: 14 
Kit Size: 42 

Demotec 90
Kit Size: 42 The  

ANKA 
Crush: 
• Available in  

3 phase or  
single phase

• All stainless steel 
• Remote

“The best engineered foot trimming crush at the show...” 
Eurotier Machinery Exhibitor

Free UK mainland delivery 
when you spend £50  
online excluding VAT 

XL wedge 
block also 
available!

All Demotec 
items sold 
separately  

as well

Please ring us to find out our bulk order trimmer 
prices as they are not shown on our website!



Dairy farmers Jim and Trine Campbell, from 
Castle Douglas, have been recognised for 
their outstanding efforts and commitment 
to reducing lameness on farm at the 
prestigious Cream Awards 2020.

The Zero Lameness Award, sponsored by CowAlert, is a new 
category within the Cream Awards for 2020. Its aim is to highlight the 
significance of lameness as a welfare issue which impacts on animal 
health, fertility and productivity and to recognise the efforts that many 
farmers are making to reduce its prevalence.

The Campbells, who are currently milking around 550 dairy cattle at 
Cuil Farm, have made a concerted effort to tackle lameness, signing 
up to IceRobotics’ advanced monitoring technology, CowAlert.  

The CowAlert system continuously monitors the animals and records a 
range of parameters based around activity, steps and lying behaviour 
to provide information on lying time, whether a cow is lame, or in heat.  
Their early detection Lameness Module is the only solution available that 
allows you to continuously monitor lameness of each cow within your 
herd. Removing subjective mobility scoring, the Lameness Module uses 
a unique algorithm to track the behaviour of each cow. The system then 
identifies when the cow is beginning to behave differently, consistent 
with lameness, alerting the farmer to a potential problem. 

The impact of the Campbells decision has been immense as they 
have now reduced their lameness figure to just 5% through adopting 
an early diagnosis and treatment approach.

Judge of the Zero Lameness Award, Nick Bell, said that the 
Campbells’ award entry stood out due to the team’s ‘ambitious, 
innovative, bold and effective approach…using robust data to 
make measurable improvements, considering prevention herd 
level as well as welfare at the individual cow level.’

Trine Campbell commented, “We’re delighted to be recognised at 
these Awards and welcome the opportunity to share our experience 
of tackling lameness on farm. We’ve reduced our lameness stats 
from around 10-12% to just 5% over the last two years – largely 
thanks to the CowAlert lameness module. We no longer use manual 
mobility scoring, and instead use the amber and red alerts to select 
cows for the foot trimmers in addition to routine trims, based on 
a schedule of one trim per cow per year. Foot trimmers visit every 
fortnight and will attend to 50 cows on average, with a mix of routine 
trims and alerted cows from the CowAlert system. 

“Automatic mobility scoring frees up our time, and we know it’s much 
more accurate as it’s based on 24/7 data. We find that our lameness 
level is now so low that an acutely lame cow is spotted very quickly 
by staff. But we also know that any lameness that is missed will be 
picked up by the monitoring system.  Using the lameness module, 
we can move alerted cows onto a trim list, and then enter a diagnosis 
once the cause is found, enabling easy tracking of each animal. 
Our ultimate goal is to eliminate lameness from our herd, and we 
will continue to work towards this target because it is good for the 
animals, good for production, and ultimately good for the business.”

Douglas Armstrong, CEO of IceRobotics, added: “I congratulate 
the Campbells on their success. Lameness is one of the most 
challenging aspects of dairy farming and it is encouraging to see 
what can be achieved by hard work, dedication and a determination 
to having a zero tolerance to lameness on the farm.  

“Early detection is key, and it’s estimated that on average farmers 
only recognise 25% of these early stage lame cows by sight. The 
average cost of a lameness case is £320 per cow, this combined 
with the impact on fertility and milk production makes lameness 
potentially the largest source of economic loss on the farm. So, 
technology which helps to identify early stage lame cows allowing 
the problem to be nipped in the bud can make a huge impact on a 
farmer’s bottom line.  We hope that other farmers will benefit from 
hearing about the Campbells’ lameness prevention strategy and can 
apply these learnings to their own operations.  Reducing lameness 
on farm not only enhances animal wellbeing, it also leads to 
improved fertility, productivity, and ultimately better job satisfaction.”  

Cuil Farm Lifts ‘Zero Lameness’  
Accolade at Cream Awards
- Lameness reduced to 5% through early diagnosis and treatment
By CowAlert, IceRobitics
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From what was started as a “side line 
“is now a major supplier of hoof care 
equipment to the UK.

Humble beginings from a chance meeting at a show in 
Holland between Ed Malt and Jan Wopereis, which not only 
became a life long friendship but also a trading partnership 
which has now progressed to the next generation.

1980 saw Jan , and his expert hoof trimmer Hank Stamp, 
come to the UK to do two demonstrations at Peter Padfield’s 
farm in Essex, and Ed’s own farm in Norfolk. These first 
demonstrations proved to be very successful not only for Ed 
to start the business of selling Wopa crushes, but to enlighten 
the farmers and their staff of the importance of hoof care. 
This saw the start the welfare of cattle hooves. 

Ed could identify the need for good hoof care through his 
own dairy herd , and so he became qualified in the Dutch 
method. His foresight saw him convince the Ministry of 
Agriculture (not an easy task!) that hoof trimming and hoof 
welfare should have official training courses, and so the 
Agricultural Training Board setup courses around the country 
with Ed as the first qualified trainer to do these. 

The next step saw the advance of hoof trimming contractors. 
Some of them actually went to Utrecht College for their 
training and qualification, others gained theirs here in the UK. 
The Five Step method came about, and that saw a standard 
for the industry to follow. With the growing numbers of 
contractors Ed felt that they needed to have an organisation 
to provide a uniform service and help the future development 
of cattle hoof welfare, and so with this suggestion to 
Tony Richardson and Harry Relph (both professional hoof 
trimmers) the NACFT was born.

The Wopa crush has come a long way since 1980 and 
the SA18 farmers model that came over. This progressed 
to todays  SA26. Then to the SA35 which was originally 
advertised as the contractors model!, to the recent SA49, and 
the contractors models of today now the SA51, and the latest 
SA61 which can be on wheels or tracks. From hand winching 
to electric motors and hydraulics, to remote controls. From 
on the ground to those with lift systems. From static to 
mobile on wheels or tracks. The future continues to progress 
through research and development.

Ed and Jan have left not only us, but contractors and farmers 
alike, an amazing legacy of which we are justly proud.

 CELEBRATING 40 YEARS
By Ava Malt 

- WOPA CRUSHES THROUGH THE 40 YEARS -

The original SA18 (painted green) with Ed trimming his cow

The first SA35 – the original “contractors model”

The latest model  
SA61 Tracked
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The National Association  
of Cattle Foot Trimmers
Covering England, Wales, Scotland & Northern Ireland 

Thursday 16 April On-Farm practical workshops and demonstrations 
Farm visit, by kind permission of Johnny Alvis, Regilbury Park Farm, Benches Lane, Winford, BS40 8BE

 10:00 Networking and meet the sponsors
 11:00 Introduction from Johnny Alvis and Richard Searle
 11:20 Workshops and Demonstrations - hosted by:
  Owen Atkinson - Healthy Feet Programme
  Steve Wunderleich - Common sense of hoof trimming
  James Wilson - Lesion identification
  Vic Daniels - Demo - DIANOS system
 17:00 GM - NACFT Members Only
  Cadbury House Hotel - The Drawing Room
  18:00 Drinks & Networking - The Great Room
 19:00 Dinner & Auction - The Great Room
 21:00 Auction - hosted by Steve Wunderleich 

Friday 17 April - Conference
Venue: Cadbury House Hotel, Frost Hill, Congresbury, Bristol, BS49 5AD 

  09:30 Coffee and Networking
  10:00 Speakers Commence (not in timetabled order)
   Becky Whay - How to improve the welfare of lame cows
   Dick Sibley - Future industry legislation
   Matt Barden - Can we breed lameness out of the herd?
   Doug Johnstone - Trimming on the West Coast
   Vic Daniels - Canadian recording system
   Sara Pederson - Foot Trimming research - What’s happening
   CEVA -  
   Icerobotics - 
   NACFT Debate - The advancement in modern cattle foot trimming  

  restraint devices (crushes/ shutes) has improved cattle welfare.
  16:00 Conference Close
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Double Tree Cadbury House Hotel has been chosen 
for its closeness to the motorway, Bristol Airport 
and it is only a short drive from the farm. The hotel 
has lots of FREE Parking and room for vehicles and 
crushes.  
Rooms are also available at the sister hotel, Double 
Tree based at Bristol airport (20 minute drive). 
A leisure club & Spa are available on site, Spa 
treatments must be pre-booked. 
To book your hotel accommodation please call:  
01934 834 343 - Opt 2, Quote - NACFT Conference 
Email: reservations@cadburyhouse.com

For further information please email secretarynacft@gmail.com

Book Nowwww.nacft.co.uk/event/lameness-conference-2020
NACFT Members £25 Booking Fee • Non Members £220
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Visit our stand to find out more about our Healthy Feet Programme  
and its four key success factors:

Proud to sponsor the  
UK Cattle and Lameness Conference 2020

We look forward to seeing you soon.    

ahdb.org.uk/healthyfeetprogramme

Low  
infection  
pressure

Good  
horn quality 

and hoof  
shape

Low  
forces on the  

feet, good cow  
comfort and  

cow flow

Early  
detection and  

prompt, effective 
treatment of  

lame cows

          01636 700990                        sales@daltontags.co.uk

www.daltontags.co.uk
Dalton Tags | Unit 3 | Northern Road | Newark | Nottinghamshire | NG24 2EU

Top quality range of animal 
identification tags. Approved 
by DEFRA.
Contact us for a bespoke 
management tag quotation. 
We tag anything!  

99% 
RETENTION
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Doug Johnstone

Trimming on the West Coast 

Dougs initial background was in construction as a 
supervisor for mechanical contractors dealing with 
all aspects of mechanical systems. After a 4 year 
apprenticeship he achieved his Interprovincial Tickets in 

Plumbing, Gas fitting and Steam fitting in 1985. He started training as a hoof 
trimmer in November 1994, incorporated AR-PE Hooftrimming Ltd. in 1995 
and has 25 years’ experience as a hoof trimmer. Doug received his Certificate of 
Competence as a Professional Hoof trimmer and Instructor Hoof Care from PTC+ and DTC in 2012 and 2016. In 2018 he received 
his Instructors Certificate to teach the White Line Atlas Method. He has been a member of Hooftrimmers Association Inc. since 1997 
serving as the Canadian Rep. for 4 years and is currently the president of the Western Canadian Certified Hooftrimmers Association. 
AR-PE Hooftrimming Ltd. has managed up to 4 chutes c/w 7 employees and is currently running 3 chutes with 4 certified hoof 
trimmers and 1 laborer. Doug has been the lead on several Hoof Health Projects since 2008 and currently works quite closely with 
UBC Dairy Education & Research Centre on lameness causes and prevention. In their spare time (LOL!) Doug enjoys obstacle course 
racing, trail running, and hiking and Kathy (his wife) is a nationally ranked masters badminton player. 

Speakers

Becky Whay - Professor of Animal Welfare and Behaviour,  
Vice President International, National University of Ireland Galway

‘Can we do anything to improve the welfare  
of lame dairy cows?’

Becky Whay was awarded a PhD from Bristol University 
in 1998 following work to improve methods of pain 

relief for UK dairy cattle, a field in which she continues to work. Alongside 
her Vice President International role her research field is developing methods 
of assessing and improving animal welfare. Prior to her move to Ireland she 
spent 20 years investigating animal behaviour and welfare at the University 
of Bristol Veterinary School. She has recently been working with UK dairy 
farmers to reduce chronic lameness in their cattle, with Ethiopian donkey 
owners to understand how donkeys contribute to their lives and has just 
started a project investigating racehorse welfare.  She has researched, 
published and presented papers widely in the arena of animal welfare 
assessment and improvement both within the UK and at international forums.

www.nuigalway.ie/international-students

Brief overview of your talk

1. Lameness in dairy cattle is widespread 
and notably reduces many aspects of 
a dairy cow’s welfare

2. By considering the different 
components of welfare it may be 
possible to identify areas where the 
welfare of lame cows can be improved

3. The processes of handling, restraining 
and treating lame cows will also 
impact on the cows welfare, not just 
the condition itself.

4. Understanding the behaviour of cattle and 
how they view us and their environment 
helps us to safeguard their welfare

Dick Sibley

Future of legislation in the industry and  
reduction of lameness in the national herd

Dick Sibley has been a veterinary surgeon in practice 
since 1977, with a particular interest in cattle disease. 
He has been closely involved in the development of 

the Red Tractor Farm Assurance Scheme, National Disease programmes 
including BSE, TB, FMD and Johnes control, and is now aon the National 
Programme for Lameness Management.

www.westridgevets.co.uk

Brief overview of your talk

We will look at the current situation of 
lameness in dairy herds, where over 20% 
of the milk in the bottle on the supermarket 
shelf came from an animal in pain. We will 
explore how this has changed over time, 
and the reasons why the problem has 
not been solved. Then look at possible 
solutions for engaging farmers in lameness 
control, and the levers that can be used to 
get them involved.

Brief overview of your talk

1.  Location (Abbotsford BC). 
2.  Farming dynamics of the area. 
3.  Hooftrimming challenges for the  

local industry. 
4.  Things to do and see locally. 

www.arpehooftrimming.com 
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APPLETON STEEL CRUSH  
100% UK COMPLIANT 

 

Design your crush your way! 

Anti Kick Plates 

Wheels & Tires 

Box Styles and Size 

Rear Sort Gate 

Side Gates 

Knee Boards 

Fenders Mobile or Stationary 

Lighting 

Fans 

Tech Features 

USB & Power Ports 

Gate Hangers 

Archway Hangers 

Spare Tire 

Remote Control (Sequencer) 

Head Gate 

Hydraulics 

Color Options 

Motor 

Leg Clamps 

Rear Leg Lifts 

Floor Style 

Stainless or Powder 

Stereo & Speakers 

Knife Holders 
Grinder Holders 

Power Dolly 

Manufactured Exclusively In 
Appleton Wisconsin, USA 

Graeme Parker UK Contact 
Tel—0774 880 6752 / 01671 830 585 
Graeme@appletonsteel.com 
Facebook—Graeme Parker Hoof Trimming / The Hoof GP 
 
Keith Sanofsky, Director of Sales 
(920) 830-0277 Main 
(920) 840-0292 Sales 
Keith@appletonsteel.com 
Www.AppletonSteel.com 

www.hoofcaredirect.com

Visit Our Online Shop
www.hoofcaredirect.com
Call Maeve on
(085) 100 8606

For All Your Hoof Care Needs
• Inspect 4 Rollover Crates 
•  Full Range of Hoof Care 

Products
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James Wilson

Lesion Identification Session

After finishing his BSc in Agriculture James  went on to work 
as a herdsman in the South-West of England managing a herd 
of organic dairy cows. From here he went on to a PhD at the 
University of Nottingham investigating the development and 

optimum treatment regimens for the claw horn lesions. This is manifesting itself through 
a three year long study treating lameness at its earliest form using trimming and 
NSAIDs. In Addition to this he is  working to characterize the digital cushion in a fashion 
that has never been done before using medical grade MRI scanners.  James  regularly 
trims cows outside of my PhD (especially with Alex Burrows) and has developed a keen 
interest in the early intervention of lameness and how this can be achieved.

Speakers

Matt Barden

Can we breed lameness out of dairy herds?

After training as a vet at the University of Nottingham, Matt worked in clinical practice for four years in 
North Yorkshire and South Australia. He spent a further two years working in the farm animal practice at 
the University of Liverpool where he started a residency in Bovine Health Management. In March 2019 
Matt started a PhD at the University of Liverpool to explore the genomics of lameness resistance and the 

metabolic pathways associated with the development of claw horn disruption lesions in Holstein cattle. He has been collecting 
data for this project ever since.

Graeme Parker

Our Role As Ambassadors In Agriculture.

Graeme was born into a farming family, but when his father died 
at the age of 49 the farm was sold.  Graeme pursued a career in 
hospitality and became the UKs youngest landlord on his 18th 
birthday! Missing the country life he returned home in 2010 and 

began cattle freeze branding all over Scotland.

Graeme began hoof trimming 8 years ago  and the business grew rapidly until  he was 
no longer able to carry on freeze branding. Graeme has a NACFT recognised Dutch 
Diploma and in 2017 won the UK Contractor of the Year.  

“ The Hoof GP” YouTube channel started in 2019 which now reaches over 8 million 
people each month in almost every country across the globe and has around 2 hundred 
thousand subscribers.

Graeme has hosted hoof trimmers from many countries around the world and aims to 
spread as positive a message as possible about the UK’s Agricultural industry, whilst 
promoting the basic principles of hoof trimming practices.

Brief overview of your talk

1. The Negativity Surrounding 
the Industry - how that 
impacts us

2. The Role of Social Media - 
how we can affect that

3. How our Presence on the 
Internet can Affect Our 
Businesses

4. The Key Steps and 
Strategies I use for Positive 
PR

5. Google Has NEVER 
Intentionally Deleted 
ANYTHING

Brief overview of your talk

● Correct identification of claw 
horn lesions

● Discussion around 
appropriate treatment and 
prevention

● Update on current 
understanding of claw horn 
lesions in dairy cattle

D @jameswilsonsb

D E @The Hoof GP
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You asked, we listened. The new Bovi-Bond cartridge holds 30% more
material and is easier to open and dispense. Visit our stand today and 
see for yourself why Vettec is still the most trusted brand in hoof care. 

Make sure you’re 
only impacting 
hoof health

Digicur Advanced 
Rapid acting hoof cleaning and disinfection

Hoof Care

Non- carcinogenic

0808 178 1010  |  info@progiene-dairy.com  |  www.progiene-dairy.comM c C l a r r o n s  

Care Insurance 

Doing so could be detrimental to the quality of 
cover you receive. 

With over 25 years’ experience in the rural 
sector, McClarrons independent insurance 
brokers can help you stay ahead of the risks 
associated with trimming.

For a complimentary review of your insurances, 
contact Charlie Gundry on 07701 281729 or at 
charlie.gundry@mcclarroninsurance.com. 

www.mcclarroninsurance.com

Arranging your 
insurance on  
the hoof?
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Speakers

Steve Wunderlich

The Common Sense of Hoof Trimming - 
Demonstration 

Steve started trimming cattle in 2003 as an apprentice, 
and then quickly started his own business in 2005.  
Throughout his career Steve has always strived to 

improve and improvise on his techniques and theories. Steve has recently 
started his own supply line of products along with the day to day hoof 
trimming. Steve now has 5 members of his team, 3 full time and 2 part time. 

Owen Atkinson - BVSc DCHP MRCVS

The Healthy Feet initiative

RCVS recognised Specialist in Cattle Health  
and Production

Owen is a farm vet who worked for 20 years in practice 
before establishing Dairy Veterinary Consultancy in 

2013. He works throughout the UK and overseas, providing training and 
strategic health advice.

He is involved in lots of areas of cow health, including trying to reduce 
lameness on dairy farms. He has been a member of the NACFT for more 
years than he can remember and has enjoyed working together to improve 
awareness about foot health. 

His goal is to improve the lives of cows and the people who care for them.

Brief overview of your talk

I will cover what the Healthy Feet 
Programme (HFP) is aiming to do, 
including recent developments (Farmer 
Action Groups and HFP Lite) 

• Overview of HFP
• The Four Success Factors for  

Healthy Feet
• Lameness Map
• Checklist approach
• Working as a coach!

Sara Pederson

Foot Trimming Research: What’s happening?

Sara Pedersen graduated from the Royal Veterinary 
College, London, in 2005 and has worked exclusively 
with farm animals ever since. Her interest in cattle 
mobility and lameness began early in her career and 

continued to grow during nearly a decade in clinical, predominantly dairy, 
practice. In 2014, Sara left full-time practice in order to focus purely on this 
area. She now provides educational programs and consultancy services to 
agri-businesses on the subject of cattle lameness; including farmers, national 
organisations and commercial companies. A specific area of interest is 
foot trimming and realising the need for a more evidence-based approach 
to preventive cattle foot trimming, she began a PhD on this subject with 
AHDB Dairy and the University of Nottingham in 2017. Sara also holds the 
RCVS Certificate in Cattle Health and Production, the Diploma in Bovine 
Reproduction and is an RCVS Recognised Specialist in Cattle Health and 
Production. She is a Director of the British Cattle Veterinary 

D @herdhealth https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/Research/Groups/Dairy-Herd-Health-Group/index.aspx

Brief overview of your talk

Sara will provide an overview of past, 
current and future research that she is 
undertaking as part of her AHDB PhD at 
the University of Nottingham. Results from 
a number of studies will be presented: 

• Agreement on approach to toe length 
– outcome of an international expert 
consultation

• Ultrasound - another tool in the box?
• Standardisation of toe length – a step 

too far?
• What’s happening in the field – how 

can you get involved?

Brief overview of your talk

1. What we know…
2. What the cow is telling us.
3. What the cow wants
4. What we think the cow wants
5. Understanding the WHY…

www.swhoofcare.com

D @owen_the_vet
www.dairyveterinaryconsultancy.co.uk

D @SaraPedersen3
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Rosensteiner GmbH 
A-4596 Steinbach/Steyr 
Tel. +43 (0) 7257/7071
www.rosensteiner.at

SPEED – COMFORT – SAFETY
THE INNOVATIVE HOOF TRIMMING
AND TIPPING SYSTEM FOR REAL
PROFESSIONALS!

The RS-Q, developed 
together with 
experienced professional hoof trimmers, 
offers outstanding speed and throughput, 
combined with maximum animal welfare 
and simple operation.

Wave 
goodbye 

to pain

1Thomas H.J. et al. 2015. Evaluation of treatments for claw horn lesions in dairy cows in a randomized control trial. J. Dairy Sci. 98: 4477-4486. 

Ketofen® 10% contains ketoprofen 100 mg/ml. Legal category:     POM-V    Please refer to the product packaging and lea� ets 
for information about side e� ects, precautions, warnings and contra-indications. For further information please contact your vet.

Use medicines responsibly (www.noah.co.uk/responsible).
Ceva Animal Health Ltd, Unit 3, Anglo O�  ce Park, White Lion Road, Amersham, 

Bucks HP7 9FB Tel: 01494 781510   www.ceva.co.uk   www.cevolution.org.uk

• Did you know that using a NSAID, such as 
Ketofen®, alongside a trim and block results 
in a more complete recovery from lameness 
than trimming alone1? 

• The ‘triple works’ results in 85% of cows 
being cured after 35 days compared to just 
69% with trimming alone1

#wavegoo
dbyeto

pain

Ceva’s social media campaign

#wavegoodbyetopain
has been launched through vets and the farming press to increase 
awareness of the impact of lameness with farmers.

Let us know if you would like to get involved.
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Speakers

Hugh Kerr - Icerobotics

CowAlert – Entering a New Era in Cow Monitoring 

Working within the cow feeding and management 
industry for the past 45 years, Hugh started his career 
as a trainee at Unilever. Developing support systems 
on farm for technical nutrition improvement and 

implementation. Hugh was part of a team who developed a computerised 
farm service, which monitored improvement on farms using feeding systems 
to secure improved incomes on farm. 

Hugh then joined a Scottish feed manufacturer to help develop they’re on 
farm technical support service and grow their ruminant position within the 
market before he joined Richard Keenan to develop their unique customer 
support service. 

Working in many markets around the world, Hugh has experience of 
developing support for Keenan farmers in the UK and Ireland, Germany, 
France, Scandinavia, South America, USA and South Africa. 

Having a strong passion for using technology to secure the implementation 
of farm practices and processes needed to deliver on farm economic and 
sustainable results, Hugh now works alongside IceRobotics, supporting their 
CowAlert customers in developing best practice.

Vic Daniels

Incorporating Hoof Trim Records into Genomic 
Evaluations in Canada

Vid started Vic’s Custom Clips 1984 
Hammer and chisels all the way up to Appleton  
Ultra Chute 

Rural Advisor for Toronto Food Policy Council 1994-2000 
Past President Hoof Trimmers Association 
Past Speaker of the Ontario Hoof Trimmers Guild 
Project Manager for the Ontario Dairy Hoof Health Project 2012-2013 
Started Vic’s Hoof Trimming Course 2015 Education Program 
Research in Cattle conformation and disease 2011 Presenter ILC 
Co Author of  “Multiple trait single-step genomic evaluation for hoof health” 
Journal of Dairy Science (just approved)

Brief overview of your talk

1. Importance of Hoof Health Recording
2.  Training for lesion identification 

standards
3.  How data is transferred from Milk 

Recording Agency to Trimmer and 
back through the system

4. How individualTrimmer observations 
are validated by collective data

5. Farm benefits

Gemma Robinson - CEVA

Gemma graduated as a vet from the University of Nottingham  in 2016.  
Being a dairy farmer’s daughter, she’s always had a keen interest in 
livestock agriculture and worked as a large animal vet in Shropshire for  
3 years.  This January she joined the ruminant team at CEVA animal 
health as a Veterinary advisor and is keen to engage vets and farmers 
with the benefits of using pain relief when performing routine procedures.  

Brief overview of your talk

CowAlert uses pioneering technology 
to provide 24/7 health, lameness and 
fertility alerts to dairy farmers, enabling 
them to make significant time and cost 
savings. We understand that lameness 
is one of the most significant issues 
affecting dairy cattle, compromising 
health and well-being and impacting on 
fertility and productivity. Early detection 
is extremely important, and our award-
winning lameness detection module gives 
you the information required to help you 
reduce the number, severity and duration 
of lameness cases.

www.icerobotics.com 

D @hooferman 

www.vicshooftrimmingcourse.ca

www.ceva.co.uk
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Thankyou to all our conference sponsors

BRONZE SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS
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wave goodbye 
to pain

Ketofen®

wave goodbye 

KETOFEN® 10% (Ketoprofen 100mg/ml) Target animals: horses, cattle and pigs. INDICATIONS: horses: the alleviation of in� ammation and pain associated with musculoskeletal disorders; the alleviation of visceral pain associated with colic. cattle: the 

supportive treatment of parturient paresis associated with calving; reducing the pyrexia and distress associated with bacterial respiratory disease when used in conjunction with antimicrobial therapy as appropriate; improving the recovery rate 

in acute clinical mastitis, including acute endotoxin mastitis, caused by gram negative micro-organisms, in conjunction with ntimicrobial therapy; reducing oedema of the udder associated with calving; reducing pain associated with lameness. 

Pigs: reducing the pyrexia and respiratory rate associated with bacterial or viral respiratory disease when used in conjunction with antimicrobial therapy as appropriate; the supportive treatment of Mastitis Metritis Agalactia Syndrome in sows, in 

conjunction with antimicrobial therapy as appropriate.Legal category: UK   POM-V   IE   POM    Please refer to the product packaging and lea� ets for information about side e� ects, pracautions, warnings and contra-indications. Further information is 

available from the SPC or on the datasheet at www.noahcompendium.co.uk or upon request.

Use medicines responsibly (www.noah.co.uk/responsible)

January 2019

Ceva Animal Health Ltd
Unit 3, Anglo O�  ce Park, White Lion Road, Amersham, Bucks HP7 9FB
Tel: 01494 781510   www.ceva.co.uk   www.cevolution.org.uk

Ketofen® is a powerful and fast-acting NSAID with short 
withdrawal periods in cattle.

Ketofen’s® multiple indications in cattle means it will quickly 
relieve the pain, fever and many of the clinical signs
associated with a range of common conditions, maximising 
animal productivity and welfare.

PRACTICAL INNOVATION IN THE MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH

Ketofen Cattle A4 farmer (Mar 2019).indd   1 12/03/2019   11:33





Air Ambulances UK is the official national 
organisation for the UK’s air ambulance 
sector. 

Air ambulances receive no day to day government or national 
lottery funding and so are completely reliant on the generosity 
of their local communities they serve to survive. Across the UK 
21 air ambulance charities save lives daily, averagely they are 
collectively dispatched to over 70 life saving missions a day. 

“No matter where you are - mountainside, motorway or your 
back garden – an air ambulance will be there for you when 
you desperately need it. Air Ambulances across the country 
are called out many times a day to traffic collisions, sporting 
accidents, collapses and many other emergencies, from 
babies and children to adults and the elderly. 

When a life-threatening or life changing injury or medical 
emergency suddenly happens, delivering the right treatment 
to the patient is key for survival. 

Within minutes of a call, an air ambulance Critical Care Team 
will bring the expertise, equipment and treatment of the 
hospital to the most critically ill and injured patients across 
the UK. Essentially, they are flying Emergency Departments.

Unlike a typical road ambulance, the air ambulance 
helicopters, and their road vehicles will often carry a doctor 
on-board as well as a highly trained specialist paramedic. 
This allows the teams to deliver hospital level interventions 
such as delivering emergency anaesthesia, surgical 
procedures (such as open-heart surgery) and advanced pain 
relief to ensure the best possible patient outcomes. 

For more information about the UK’s air ambulance sector 
please visit www.airambulancesuk.org 

Air Ambulance Top 10 Facts 

• There are 21 air ambulance charities in the UK who 
operate 39 helicopters 

• The UK’s air ambulance charities are recognised as world 
leaders in pre-hospital care, 

• Each air ambulance mission depends on the highly skilled 
helicopter pilot safely delivering the team to the scene

• Air ambulance team members are officially called 
Helicopter Emergency Medical Service (HEMS) doctors  
or paramedics

• Air ambulance charities also use Rapid Response 
Vehicles to reach patients in more urban areas or when 
the weather doesn’t allow for flying

• There are on average two air ambulances in the air at any 
one-time saving lives across the UK

• On average an air ambulance helicopter takes off every  
10 minutes daily

• Cardiac-related is the most common type of medical 
emergency lifesaving mission

• The first air ambulances were used by the French military 
who used balloons to transport injured soldiers as early  
as 1870

• Taking to the skies in 1987, Cornwall Air Ambulance was 
the first air ambulance in the UK

Air Ambulances UK 
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The real cost of lameness
Lameness is still one of the most 
significant welfare issues in UK dairy 
farming. In a recent survey, the number 
of cows with a lameness score of 2 
or 3 (moderately or severely lame) 
averaged at 32% of the UK herd.1 
Despite the industry’s best efforts over 
the last 15 years, little has changed.

Farmers have identified lack of time, lack of skilled labour and 
training and lack of appropriate trimming facilities as the key 
barriers to lameness control.2

So what impact can lameness have on farm?

The main areas of concern are milk production and fertility, 
but lameness can have a detrimental impact across a number 
of metrics, including:

• Significant decrease in milk yield (up to 300-350kg less 
per lame cow)3

• Increase in the normal calving interval
• Delayed return to normal cyclicity
• Less obvious bulling behavior
• Lower conception rates
• Increased numbers of AI straws required
• Lower overall pregnancy rate on the farm
• Increase in the number of cows culled
• Increase in environmental mastitis
• Change in the social structure of the herd
 
But what is this costing farmers?

The cost of a lameness case on a dairy farm depends on the 
underlying cause but is currently considered to be an average 
of £180 per episode.4,5 

Breakdown of annual cost of lameness for the herd.5

Conversely, a cow 
that is not lame for 
the duration of her 
305-day lactation, 
will produce 
342kg more milk6 
compared to her 
lame counterpart 
and at the current 
milk price (February 
2020) that equates to 
approximately £120 
more income per cow. 

 
So what can be done to decrease lameness?

A prevention program requires considerable planning, 
effort and organisation, alongside regular mobility scoring 
and hoof trimming7. However, several environmental and 
management factors also contribute to the reduction of 
lameness, therefore farmers should also assess:

 Housing
 Bedding
 Stocking density 
 Cow tracks and surfaces 
 Standing time
 Foot bathing regimes 

 Slurry scraping
 BCS & Nutrition
 Milk yield
 Previous lameness
 Genetics
 Training of workforce

 

Lameness prevention relies on good farm management and 
a detailed prevention protocol should be included in a Herd 
Health plan with veterinary input.

How can we reduce the impact lameness has on a cow’s 
productivity?

Even with the best prevention protocols in place, some 
degree of lameness is inevitable. Therefore, we need to know 
how to manage these to reduce the impact to a minimum and 
get our cows back to full health and production.

A study from the University of Nottingham8 looked at the 
different ways of managing lameness associated with 
claw horn disease (sole ulcers, white line disease and sole 
haemorrhage) in the hind foot, to see which resulted in the 
quickest and most complete recovery. The table below 
compares the cure rates of 183 cows after one of four 
different treatment options.

Treatment Cure Rate

Trim Only 69%

Trim & Block 72%

Trim & NSAID* 76%

Trim, Block & NSAID* 85%
 
*Ketoprofen for 3 days

85% of the cows treated with foot trimming, a block 
and ketoprofen were non-lame after 35 days, which was 
approximately 10% better than the next best treatment 
combination. 

Prompt detection and early, effective treatment are the 
two major factors that affect the outcome of severe 
lameness.
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Ketofen for Lame Cattle

Ketofen® contains ketoprofen, a powerful Non-Steroidal 
Anti-inflammatory Drug (NSAID) that is licensed for the 
management of lameness in cattle. As well as relieving the 
pain and inflammation associated with lameness, it has a 
number of attributes that make it a great choice for lame 
cattle: 

• Nil milk withdrawal – can be used in dairy cows without 
the worry of discarding milk

• Fast Acting - starts to work within 30 minutes of injection 
to rapidly improve welfare

• Non-irritant intra-muscular injection9 – can be given 
confidently by any trained member of the team (following 
veterinary prescription) and is less likely to cause damage 
to muscles

• Long acting at the site of pain - for up to 40 hours, so 
you know she’s comfortable 

• Can be used for 3 consecutive days – keeps working 
until other management strategies take effect

Ketofen® is also licensed for several 
other uses in cattle including: 

• Acute clinical mastitis 
• The fever and inflammation 

associated with respiratory disease 
• Udder oedema after calving 
• Support of post-calving paralysis
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Ketofen 10% solution for injection contains 100 mg/ml ketoprofen. Legal 
category: POM-V Use medicines responsibly (www.noah.co.uk/responsible)
For further information, please refer to the individual product SPC or contact 
Ceva Animal Health Ltd 
Unit 3, Anglo Office Park, White Lion Road, Amersham, Bucks HP7 9FB Tel: 
01494 781510 www.ceva.co.uk

The RNLI was honoured to receive the money 
raised by the UK Cattle Lameness Conference 
– thank you so much.

The RNLI is the charity that saves lives at sea, we are 
separate from the Coast Guard and the independent from the 
Government, we rely on charitable donations to be able to 
continue the good work we do – Saving Lives at Sea. 

The Vision of the RNLI is to end the preventable loss of life 
and sea and we do this through our volunteers and staff, who 
all strive for excellence and to be courageous, selfless and 
dependable. Through their hard work, and your donations, 
we have saved thousands of lives, last year we aided 41,619 
people and saved 329 lives. 

Sadly, 320,000 people, around the world, drown every year, 
but through our Prevention work we raising awareness, 
creating safer places and encouraging safer behaviour, 
through education. 

The RNLI provides 24-hour search and rescue services 
around the UK and Ireland up to 100 nautical miles offshore, 

and rely on people such as NACFT member, Francis Burns, 
to come out and help. WE have been busier this year as we 
also have 4 specially trained flood rescue teams that go out 
around the UK. 

The NACFT donation will go a long way to help fund vital 
equipment to keep the staff and volunteers doing the best 
they can to Saving Lives at Sea. 

The RNLI
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The ALL4FEET cattle foot trimming software is a recording 
system for today’s modern hoof trimmer. A paper-free system 
which is fast and simple to operate for the hoof trimmer 
when on farms which also allows his customers and their 
consultants access to vital hoof data whenever required, via 
the ALL4FEET designated cloud on their phone or tablet.

There is a choice of two recording tablets; one using a 
standard format report for the contractor who works closely 
with the farmer and the tablet with detailed zoned data 
reporting for the hoof trimmer that works with vets and 
consultants, analysing and sharing data.

The ALL4FEET cloud is where all the recorded data from a 
farm visit is generated into a format that farmers, hoof trimmers 
and consultants can easily access, view, extract and analyze 
valuable recorded data when required. The ALL4FEET is a 
fully automated system that can easily transfer farm report data 
to the ALL4FEET website at the touch of one button on the 
hoof trimmer’s tablet. 

1.  The farmer and all his team will be notified of a new report 
immediately with fast login access link to the ALL4FEET 
site.

2.  Bandage lists are automatically emailed to the farmer/
herdsman who can also access the list on their mobile 
phones. Email notifications are also sent to the vet of 
any animals needing vet attention with photos, building a 
stronger team relationship.

3.  Animal for recheck are allocated to the company diary for 
future reminder notifications to customers. 6 week hoof 
block reminders and second bandage reminder 3 days later 
following the visit are also sent.

The on farm tablets are also managed totally on the 
ALL4FEET cloud giving the hoof trimmer safe, reliable 
unlimited data storage. This allows the foot trimmers to 
manage customer’s details, a busy diary, customer’s concerns 
and access to detailed reports to designated consultants via 

any WiFi device at any time.

The ALL4FEET system is designed for cattle hoof trimmers 
by hoof trimmers that know the importance of time and 
detailed information in an evermore demanding dairy industry. 
The importance of immediate access to detailed recorded 
information by the farmer and his team can result in better 
animal welfare and greater margins to all parties involved. 

I would like to invite anyone interested in the ALL4FEET 
system to see what his farmer customers and consultants can 
get from the ALL4FEET program today.

1.  Go to www.all4feet.co.uk and the login in key

2.  Input a username farmerdemo@all4feet.uk

3.  Input a password All4feet!

The ALL4FEET system will keep evolving with the dairy 
industry to meet its requirements and utilize modern 
technology with every customer having the most updated 
version on their ALL4FEET tablet and management website. 
The ALL4FEET system was simply designed for fast recording 
on farm for the hoof trimmer with an automated system to 
share recorded 
data with people 
that can make a 
difference, save 
valuable time, 
promote and 
advertise the 
hoof trimmer’s 
company within 
the industry, and 
to be inexpensive 
yet profitable for 
the hoof trimmer 
company.

Charlie Harding

Managing 
Director of 
All4feet.UK Ltd

ALL4FEET
ALL4FEET CATTLE FOOT TRIMMING SOFTWARE





What is DIANOS?  

It is an observation standard regarding established 
conformational profiles of the inter-digital cleft space between 
the claws of dairy cattle.  

Research I presented in 2011 at the 16th Symposium and 8th 
Conference Lameness in Ruminants in New Zealand entitled, 
“Digital Dermatitis and Inter-Digital Dermatitis Infections Risks 
Increase as Inter-Digital Cleft Space in Holsteins Decrease” 
was based on the following construct. 

if the anaerobic environment that DD and IDD require to 
survive, is due more to animal foot conformation rather than 
the environment.  Specifically, the lack of width, negating air 
flow in some inter-digital cleft spaces (IDCS) of Holsteins  Its 
conclusions were:

1.  Holsteins in the PSG have a 30% avg. increase of the 
IDCS in front feet versus back feet (3.7mm vs. 3.0mm 
avg.) explaining minimal front foot infections.  

2.   One year of health records of all the study Holsteins show 
an IDCS of >3.81 mm has a 5% DD or IDD infection risk 
compared to 39.0% in an IDCS with <3.1mm.  Therefore, 
a narrow IDCS width is a major factor in DD and IDD 
infection rates.

Catalyst for DIANOS; 

Well received as the research was, Dr. Dorte Dopfer who was 
acting moderator, asked the following question “Is it possible 
for the width of the inter digital cleft space to be influenced 
by the trimming of the foot.?”  I had no answer to give but 
that question has been on my mind for 9 years. 8 years 
ago, I began to examine the cleft structures in dairy cattle 
and found 5 consistent profiles and one sub- profile in the 
non-weight bearing examination of their feet.  From that to 
weight bearing examinations on the same cattle the 5 profiles 
become 3 with one sub=profile.  

To further this an Inter and Intra observer agreement on 
using the “Cleftabet” (as DIANOS was originally called) for 
evaluating bovine inter digital cleft conformation on slaughter 
legs; was done with the help of Dr. Capion with Danish 
trimmers and I, with Alberta Canada trimmers.  There was a 
high level of agreement both within observer and between 
observer.  The conclusion was that with training DIANOS can 
be used with a high level of agreement between observers.

Purpose of Training:  

To allow farmers to understand that certain profiles exist that 
promote skin health due to air flow and debris exiting the cleft 
while others have negative impacts.

2 examples of profiles are here.  

The first is the optimum cleft for inter digital health called the 
“n” cleft profile. 

The second is the lowest health trait profile very prone to skin 
infections of the inter digital cleft known as the “s” cleft 

They are named and standardized according to the letters of 
the alphabet, hence the original title “Cleftabet” or language 
of the cleft.  It is does try to tell you something when you 
learn to understand it.

I will be presenting this on the Thursday of the NACFT 
conference in Bristol and any delegates attending the “White 
Line Atlas Trimming Method course sponsored by NJB Hoof 
Care will have this included in their training. Looking forward 
to the meeting and seeing good colleagues again.

Introducing the DIANOS System 
By Vic Daniel
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SPEED – COMFORT – SAFETY
THE INNOVATIVE HOOF TRIMMING
AND TIPPING SYSTEM FOR REAL
PROFESSIONALS!

The RS-Q, developed 
together with 
experienced professional hoof trimmers, 
offers outstanding speed and throughput, 
combined with maximum animal welfare 
and simple operation.

Distributors of 
Ten Napel Hoof 
trimming 
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3 models to 
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choose from up to 
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Reuben Newsome 
Vet Liaison

reuben.newsome@parkvetgroup.com
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Sian Mercer
Secretary

secretarynacft@gmail.com

Francis Burns
millfarmhoofcare@gmail.com

Alex Burrows
burrows_alex@hotmail.co.uk

Neil Barrett
Chairman 

chairmannacft@gmail.com  
or njbhoofcare@icloud.com

Johnny Miller 
info@jmcattleltd.com

Paul Martin
paulmartinmoobility@gmail.com

Annie Miller
amills1999@hotmail.co.uk

Steve Paul
steve@cowsfeet.co.uk

Dave Phillips
dave.phillips@synergyfarmhealth.com

Jon Offland
Jon.offthehoof@gmail.com

Tim Jeffrey
timjeffrey@friars 

moorlivestockhealth.co.uk
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NO MORE
LAME 
EXCUSES

                             The no. 1 alerting system
for livestock fertility, lameness & well-being. 

www.icerobotics.com
sales@icerobotics.com
0131 541 2010
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Your NACFT  
membership is due 
on the 1st April

Designed by Impulse Graphic Solutions

www.nacft.co.uk

Three easy ways to renew, visit 
www.nacft.co.uk/membership
• Download the NACFT Membership 

Form and set up a standing order
•  Purchase online and pay by 

PAYPAL or BACS


